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VMT Analysis for TownePlace Suites – Chico, CA 

Dear Mr. Guevarra, 

This report presents the findings of a Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) analysis prepared to assess potential 
transportation impacts associated with proposed TownePlace Suites hotel development.   

Project Description & Setting 

The TownPlace Suites project is a 112 room all-suites hotel to be located in the northeast quadrant of the 
State Route 32 (SR 32) / Bruce Road intersection in the City of Chico.  This hotel site has been selected due 
to the very limited supply of hotel rooms on the east side of Chico as shown in attached Figure 1.  The 
project is intended to be a local-serving hotel for the large under-served area east of State Route 99.    

The project is located at the intersection of two arterial roadways, State Route 32 and Bruce Road.  The 
project is served by the B-Line public transit system with a Route 7 bus stop at the intersection of Sierra 
Sunrise Terrace/Bruce Road immediately adjacent to subject site as shown below. 
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Based on average trip rates presented in the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ (ITE) Trip Generation 
Manual, 10th Edition, at 112 rooms, the proposed project is anticipated to generate approximately 40 
total trips during the highest one-hour period of the day and around 500 trips per day.  

The subject parcel is currently zoned Community Commercial (CC) which permits, by right, a wide variety 
of uses including shopping center, medical office, general office, restaurant/bar/tasting rooms, grocery 
stores, pharmacies, other retail and mixed residential uses, many of which are significantly more intense 
and higher trip generating than the proposed hotel.  The existing CC zoning on the parcel indicates local-
serving retail type uses are purposefully intended at the subject site per the City’s General Plan.  

For comparison purposes, the proposed hotel would generate only about 25% of the trips anticipated 
from a medical office building or a mix of retail and restaurant uses also fitting the 4.09-acre site, as shown 
in Table 1 below.  The project is significantly less intense that what is permitted by the General Plan. 

Table 1. Trip Generation Comparison to Permitted Land Uses 

Land Use ITE Code Quantity Daily 
AM PM 

Total In Out Total In Out 

Hotel All-Suites 
Hotel (311) 112 Rooms 500 38 20 18 40 19 21 

Medical Office 
Medical-

Dental Office 
(720) 

60,000 sqft 2,088 167 130 37 208 58 150 

Restaurant/Retail 
Mix 

Fast Food w/ 
Drive-thru 

(934) 
and 

Shopping 
Center (820) 

5,000 sqft 
Restaurant 

and 
15,000 sqft 

Retail 

2,921 215 111 104 220 112 108 

Notes: Trip rates obtained from the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition.  
Source: Headway Transportation, 2020

City of Chico Policies Related to VMT 

The Chico 2030 General Plan (last amended March 2017) contains the following policies regarding VMT: 

Policy CIRC-1.5 (Vehicle Miles Travelled Analysis) – Consistent with State law, implement Vehicle 
Miles Travelled (VMT) assessments as part of the environmental review process under CEQA. 

Action CIRC-1.5.1 (VMT CEQA Analysis) – For projects that require a full traffic analysis as part of 
the CEQA review process, perform a VMT analysis consistent with the California Office of Planning 
and Research CEQA Guidelines. 
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VMT Criteria 

Per Senate Bill 743 (SB 743), as of July 1, 2020, CEQA guidelines require the evaluation of “vehicle miles 
traveled” (VMT) as the key criteria for determine potentially significant transportation impacts. Although 
the City of Chico does not have a formally adopted VMT threshold policy, the City is generally following 
the guidance provided in the Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA, December 
2018, published by the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR). 

The Technical Advisory does not specifically recommend VMT thresholds for hotel land uses.  Rather it 
focuses on residential, office/employment, and retail projects stating “Of land use projects, residential, 
office, and retail projects tend to have the greatest influence on VMT. For that reason, OPR recommends 
the quantified thresholds described above for purposes of analysis and mitigation. Lead agencies, using 
more location-specific information, may develop their own more specific thresholds, which may include 
other land use types.”  The OPR guidelines generally recommend a value of 15 percent below the existing 
regional average VMT per employee as a threshold of significance for employment-based type projects. 

Hotels are very unique from a transportation analysis perspective.  While hotels serve a purpose of 
temporary residence, they are primarily a commercial service, with employees, driven by market 
conditions like retail land uses. Visitors to a typical hotel (non-destination/resort) enter the region and 
make trips to/from a hotel entirely for other purposes/enroute to other destinations.  The hotel is not the 
attractor, but rather an intermediate stop to the real attraction (work, family visit, recreation, etc.). The 
only primary attractions to a hotel are employee trips, deliveries, trash pickup, and similar activities that 
occur specifically for hotel operations.  Additionally, visitors commonly choose a hotel based on close 
proximity to their actual destination/activities to reduce trip lengths and travel time. Introduction of a 
new hotel does not of itself create new visitor travel demand. The demand is instead redistributed 
amongst the various hotels similar to what occurs with retail uses.   Considering these factors, hotels are 
more closely related to retail than residential use and the retail thresholds should be applied.   

The Technical Advisory states “Because new retail development typically redistributes shopping trips 
rather than creating new trips,30 estimating the total change in VMT (i.e., the difference in total VMT in 
the area affected with and without the project) is the best way to analyze a retail project’s transportation 
impacts.” The applicable Technical Advisory recommended threshold is: 

Recommended threshold for retail projects: A net increase in total VMT may indicate a significant 
transportation impact. 

Metrics demonstrating employee trips (trip length and Home-Based-Work VMT) can also be useful in 
comparing a specific project to overall VMT averages for a region because project location is a key 
component of calculating VMT.  The Technical Advisory states ”By adding retail opportunities into the 
urban fabric and thereby improving retail destination proximity, local-serving retail development tends to 
shorten trips and reduce VMT. Thus, lead agencies generally may presume such development creates a 
less-than-significant transportation impact.” Similarly, “residential and office projects that locate in areas 
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with low VMT, and that incorporate similar features (i.e., density, mix of uses, transit accessibility), will 
tend to exhibit similarly low VMT.” 

 

VMT Analysis 

Local Serving Retail 

As shown in Figure 1 of the attached VMT calculations memo, the subject hotel site is located on the east 
side of Chico in an area clearly having a very limited existing supply of hotel rooms.  The project is intended 
to be a local serving hotel for existing office and considerable residential development east of State Route 
99.   With the vast majority of existing hotels immediately adjacent to SR 99 interchanges or west of SR 
99, the project can be considered “local-serving”.   

The OPR Technical Advisory suggests that agencies “Increase access to common goods and services, such 
as groceries, schools, and daycare” as a potential measure to reduce VMT.  The project provides a 
common service (hotel) in an area that is currently under-served. 

As a local serving use, similar in character to retail, the project can be presumed to create a less-than-
significant transportation impact. 

VMT Calculations 

The attached TownPlace Suites VMT Calculations Memorandum provides a detailed analysis of Vehicle 
Miles Travelled for the project considering hotel visitor trips, employee trips, and total net VMT measured 
per Employee. As shown in Table 5 of the memorandum, the project would generate total net VMT per 
employee 22.9% below the existing model boundary average VMT per employee.  This level is below the 
OPR recommended 85% of existing VMT levels for employment type projects and well below the “no net 
increase” threshold for retail type projects. The calculations confirm the project would have a less-than-
significant impact on VMT using either threshold. 

Trip Lengths 

As shown in Table 6 of the TownPlace Suites VMT Calculations Memorandum, the project would create 
total average trip lengths of 5.7 miles compared to the existing model boundary average trip length of 6.7 
miles. This project trip length is at 85% of the existing average trip length which further confirms the 
project’s conformance with OPR recommendations for reducing VMT.   
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Location Considerations 

The OPR Technical Advisory states, “examples of project alternatives that may reduce vehicle miles 
traveled include, but are not limited to:  

• Locate the project in an area of the region that already exhibits low VMT”  
• Locate the project near transit” 

As previously discussed, trip lengths to/from the project site are lower than average.  The project is 
located within the City limits immediately adjacent to arterial roadways and  existing transit route and bus 
stop. The proposed project is consistent with OPR recommendations for location selection. 

 
VMT Reduction Opportunities 

In an effort to proactively reduce VMT in accordance with overall state-wide goals, the project should 
consider the following features/actions: 

 Construct sidewalk on the project frontage of Sierra Sunrise Terrace to complete a sidewalk 
connection to the existing bus stop on Bruce Road 

 Provide secure bicycle parking 
 Orient the hotel front door toward Sierra Sunrise Terrace which provides access to transit, bicycle, 

and pedestrian facilities 
 Offer to provide transit passes for employees 

 
Summary of Findings 

The project is expected to create a less-than-significant impact on VMT based on the following findings: 

• The project is immediately adjacent to fixed route transit service and a bus stop 
• The subject parcel is currently zoned Community Commercial (CC) which permits, by right, a wide 

variety of retail, commercial, office, restaurant, and mixed residential uses.  The proposed hotel 
would generate significantly fewer trips than a medical office building or mix of retail and 
restaurant uses fitting the 4.09-acre site (roughly 25% of the comparative uses).  Furthermore, 
medical office or general office trip lengths would likely be longer on average than local-serving 
hotel trips since offices would draw employees and visitors from the entire urban area.  In 
summary, other General Plan anticipated and permitted uses for the subject parcel would likely 
create higher VMT than the proposed hotel.  The proposed hotel represents a VMT decrease 
compared to what is anticipated and allowed by right per the General Plan. 

• The project is a “local-serving” commercial type land use.  Per OPR guidelines, “lead agencies 
generally may presume such development creates a less-than-significant transportation impact”. 
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Memorandum 
To: Loren Chilson 

Headway Transportation 
2240 St. George Lane, Suite 1 
Chico, CA 95926 
 

From: Mario Tambellini, PE, TE 
Wood Rodgers, Inc. 

Date: November 10, 2020 

Subject: TownPlace Suites VMT Calculations  

INTRODUCTION 

This memorandum has been prepared to present vehicle miles traveled (VMT) calculations performed for 
the TownPlace Suites project (Project). The VMT data in this memorandum is intended to be used as part of 
the CEQA review process for the Project. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The Project site is generally located on the southeast quadrant of the Bruce Road / Sierra Sunrise Terrace 
intersection in the City of Chico, California (City). The proposed Project consists of a 112 room all-suites 
hotel. All-suite hotels typically provide on-site breakfast, laundry, fitness center, pool, and a business center. 

PROJECT TRIP GENERATION 

A trip generation for the Project has been prepared as part of the Traffic Analysis & Signal Warrant Evaluation 
for TownePlace Suites – Chico, CA (Headway Transportation, February 21, 2020). The Project trip generation 
was calculated based on average trip rates presented in the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ (ITE) Trip 
Generation Manual, 10th Edition. Table 1 shows the estimated daily, AM peak hour, and PM peak hour trip 
generation estimates for the proposed Project. 

Table 1. Project Trip Generation Estimates 

ITE Land Use Units Daily 
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 

Total Entry Exit Total Entry Exit 

All-Suites Hotel (311) 
Lodge 

112 Rooms 500 38 20 18 40 19 21 

Source: data from Traffic Analysis & Signal Warrant Evaluation for TownePlace Suites (Headway 
Transportation, 2/21/2020) 

The trip generation in Table 1 was obtained so that the daily Project trips assumed in the VMT calculations 
would be consistent with the daily trip generation prepared for the Project in other traffic analyses. As shown 
in Table 1, the Project is anticipated to generate approximately 500 trips per day. 
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PROJECT VMT ANALYSIS 

All VMT analysis contained in this memorandum was prepared consistent with the guidelines and 
recommendations outlined in the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research Technical Advisory (OPR 
Technical Advisory) (December 2018), and the latest California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines. 
VMT analysis of existing and proposed land uses was performed using the latest available version of the Butte 
County Association of Governments (BCAG) travel demand model (TDM) obtained from BCAG staff. The year 
2020 BCAG TDM scenario was selected for analysis of Existing and Existing plus Project conditions in this 
memorandum. All VMT estimated with the BCAG TDM includes both internal and external Butte County trips, 
and represents daily traffic. An Existing plus Project scenario was created by adding a new TAZ at the Project 
location and coding in 112 hotel rooms. The Project TAZ vacancy rate was calibrated so that the Project 
would generate approximately 500 daily trips, consistent with ITE trip generation rates. The following types 
of VMT were analyzed as part of this memorandum: 

Total VMT: The sum of all vehicle trips generated by a project or area multiplied by their lengths. 

VMT per Employee: The sum of all home-based work (HBW) VMT generated by a project or area, divided 
by the total number of employees employed by that project or within that area. HBW trips were used to 
calculate VMT per Employee because the BCAG TDM is a trip-based model, consistent with recommendations 
in the OPR Technical Advisory. 

Visitor VMT: The sum of all vehicle trips made by visitors to the model boundary area multiplied by their 
lengths. 

Net Change in VMT: The difference in total model boundary VMT before and after a proposed project. 

PROJECT EFFECT ON VISITOR VMT 

Based on Project characteristics, the Project would not offer any recreational or luxury amenities, and 
therefore is not anticipated to attract new visitor trips to the City on its own. Generally, the Project would 
provide visitors to the City with a new option of where to stay. Therefore, if the Project is located closer to 
certain visitor destinations than existing hotels, there could be a reduction in visitor VMT once the Project is 
constructed as it would allow some visitors to stay closer to their destinations.  

A review of existing hotels and their service areas was performed. It was assumed that the service area of 
each existing hotel was an approximately one-mile buffer around the hotel. In other words, visitors traveling 
to Chico would be more likely to stay at a specific hotel if their destination fell within one mile of the hotel. 
Figure 1 shows the locations of existing hotels in the City along with their corresponding service areas, based 
on data from the BCAG TDM. Figure 1 also shows the Project location for comparison.  

As show in the Figure 1, the Project would be located outside of the service areas of all existing hotels in the 
City. In addition, Figure 1 shows that there are very few hotels located on the east side of the City, east of 
State Route (SR) 99. Therefore, construction of the Project could potentially shorten the trips of visitors with 
a destination on the east side of the City or east of the City on SR 32. 

In order to estimate Project effects on visitor VMT, a “Constant Hotel Demand” Existing plus Project TDM 
scenario was run that assumed hotel demand in the City remained constant before and after Project 
completion. Keeping hotel demand constant was achieved by reducing demand at three existing hotels 
located closest to the proposed Project by the same amount of demand that the Project is anticipated to 
experience. This scenario essentially assumed that some existing hotels would experience reduced visitors 
after Project completion. Existing hotels along SR 99 between 20th Street and Skyway Road were selected to 
see a reduction in visitors after Project completion due to their proximity to the Project and the eastern side 
of the City. 

Total VMT within the TDM boundaries was calculated for the “Constant Hotel Demand” Existing plus Project 
TDM scenario as well as an Existing conditions TDM scenario in TransCAD software. The difference in total 
VMT was then calculated between the two scenarios. The results are shown in Table 2.  
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Figure 1. Existing Hotel Service Areas 
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Table 2. Project Effect on Visitor VMT 
Scenario Total Model Boundary VMT 

Existing 5,431,969 

“Constant Hotel Demand” Existing plus Project 5,431,754 

Difference -215 

As shown in Table 2, the Project results in a 215 vehicle-mile decrease in VMT per day in the model boundary. 
The decrease in VMT is projected to be due to a decrease in visitor VMT due to the Project’s proximity to 
destinations on the east side of the City. Project generated VMT from the BCAG TDM is graphically illustrated 
by line weight in Figure 2 for reference. As shown in Figure 2, the Project would have a large amount of VMT 
to/from land uses on the east side of the City. Therefore, all the visitor trips between the east side of the City 
and the Project in Figure 2 would likely travel less distance than if those same visitors were staying at another 
existing hotel, resulting in the decrease in visitor VMT shown in Table 2.  

VMT PER EMPLOYEE 

While the Project is not anticipated to attract new visitors to the City, the Project is anticipated to attract new 
employees as it would be a new employer. Therefore, this memorandum conservatively assumes employee 
VMT associated with the Project would be new to the model boundary roadway network. The difference in 
Total VMT estimated in the prior section did not account for an increase in employee VMT because the 
“Constant Hotel Demand” Existing plus Project TDM scenario assumed employee VMT would remain 
constant with hotel visitor demand due to limitations of the BCAG TDM. Therefore, in order to account for 
the increase in employee VMT, a basic Existing plus Project TDM scenario that didn’t assume constant visitor 
demand was run, and Project HBW trips and VMT were extracted. The number of Project employees was 
then estimated using hotel room to employee conversion factors in the BCAG TDM, and the project VMT per 
employee was calculated by dividing Project HBW VMT by Project employees. The Project VMT per employee 
is summarized in Table 3. Existing model boundary average VMT per Employee is also shown for comparison. 

Table 3. Project VMT per Employee 
Metric Value 

Existing Model Boundary Average VMT per Employee 11.3 

Project HBW VMT 710 

Estimated Project Employees 67 

Project VMT per Employee 10.6 

NET CHANGE IN MODEL AREA VMT 

The Project VMT per employee value in Table 3 does not account for the reduction in visitor VMT projected 
in this memorandum. Therefore, the net change in VMT due to the Project was evaluated by summing the 
projected increase in employee VMT and the decrease in visitor VMT due to the Project. The net change in 
VMT was then expressed in a net VMT per employee metric. Net VMT is summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4. Net Change in Model Boundary VMT 
Metric Value 

Decrease in Visitor VMT due to the Project -215 

Increase in Employee VMT due to the Project  +710 

Net Change in Model Boundary VMT due to the Project +495 

Total Net Project VMT per Employee 7.4 
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Figure 2. Project VMT 
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THRESHOLD EVALUATION 

As discussed in the prior sections, the Project’s employee VMT is projected to be the primary source of VMT 
increase due to the Project. The OPR Technical Advisory recommends that employment-based projects (i.e. 
projects where employee trips are the primary source of new VMT), such as commercial land uses, be 
evaluated using a VMT per employee metric. The OPR Technical Advisory also recommends using 15 percent 
below the existing regional average VMT per employee as a threshold of significance for employment-based 
projects. Therefore, this memorandum uses VMT per employee to evaluate the Project VMT impacts, and 
proposes a threshold of significance of 85 percent of the existing model boundary average VMT per 
employee, consistent with OPR recommendations. Existing model boundary average VMT per employee was 
calculated using the Existing conditions BCAG TDM scenario. Table 5 shows the VMT threshold and how the 
Project compares against the threshold. 

Table 5. VMT Threshold Comparison 
Metric Value 

Existing Model Boundary Average VMT per Employee 11.3 

85% of Existing Model Boundary Average VMT per Employee 
(VMT Threshold) 

9.6 

Total Net Project VMT per Employee 7.4 

Percent Difference -22.9% 

VMT Threshold Exceeded? No 

As shown in Table 5, the total net Project VMT per employee would be 7.4, which is 22.9 percent below the 
existing model area average VMT per employee. Consistency with the OPR recommended threshold is 
therefore achieved. 

AVERAGE TRIP LENGTHS 

Average Home Based Work and total trip lengths for the model boundary, the recommended threshold, and 
the Project, are included in Table 6 for additional information.  

Table 6. Average Trip Lengths 

Metric 
Model 

Boundary 
Average 

85% of 
Model 

Boundary 
Average 

(Threshold) 

Project 

HBW Average Trip Length (without IXXI Trips), miles 5.8 4.9 5.5 

HBW Average Trip Length (with IXXI Trips), miles 6.6 5.6 6.2 

Total Average Trip Length, miles 6.7 5.7 5.7 
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